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Cost-Benefit Analysis for Combined Heat and Power Plant
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Abstract: The paper presents a methodology and practical application of Cost-Benefit Analysis for
Combined Heat and Power Plant (Cogeneration facility). Methodology include up-to-date and real
data for cogeneration plant in accordance with the trends in development of the CHP technology. As
a case study a CHP plant that could be built-up in Republic of Macedonia is analyzed. The main eco-
nomic parameters for project evaluation, such as NPV and IRR are calculated for a number of possi-
ble scenarios. The analyze present the economic outputs that could be used as a decision for CHP pro-
ject acceptance for investment.
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1. Introduction

Cogeneration is the thermodynamically sequential production of two or more types
of energy from single primary energy source. There are numerous advantages of the cogen-
eration power plant compared with classic power plant. The overall efficiency of a cogen-
eration plant is somewhere around 70 to 80 % compared with boiler power plants that have
efficiency around 35 to 40% with plants saving around 35% of primary energy. Its high effi-
ciency and hence lower costs are achieved by recovering and putting to use the heat pro-
duced as by product of electricity generation. The type of prime mover for the CHP plant
is determined by number of facts, including size of the plant, heat to power ratio, fuel avail-
ability and cost etc.

AH types of CHP plants have five parameters that reveal their thermodynamic per-
formances listed below:

-Efficiency of the prime mover

= W

W-shaft power of the prime mover;
/w-fuel mass flow rate;
/Ун-lower heating value of fuel;

-Electrical efficiency

_ W (2)

We -net electric output of the CHP plant;
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mf -fuel mass flow rate;
Hu -lower heating value of fuel;

-Thermal efficiency

.3)

Q i -useful thermal output of the CHP plant;
in / -fuel mass flow rate;
H a -lower heating value of fuel;

-Heat to power ratio

pf{g = * * •(4)

-Fuel energy savings ratio

PBSR = H * ~ H c .(5)

И.

H л- -total fuel power for separate production of W e and ;Q i
H c -fuel power for cogeneration system to produce the same amount of W e and O t.

In order a cogeneration system to be viable in energy savings it should be FESR>0 .

Out of half of ail CHP plants use natural gas as a primary fuel. Natural gas is pre-
sent in our country and that helps us to pick our primary fuel for analysis. The size of the
system is chosen according to the electrical and thermal loads of the consumers and it is
about (225 MW). Due to practical experience in cases where the size of the CHP plant is
higher than 50 MW the prime mover is usually a gas turbine and the CHP plant is most prob-
ably combined cycle plant [7].

2. Basic technological considerations
The basic scheme of a CHP plant that works on a combined cycle is shown on the

Fig.l. Major components in this process are:gas turbine,HRSG and steam turbine,

Fig.1 Technological
scheme of CHP plant

Fuel

toproww
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In our analysis a system selected is consisted of the following basic data:

1) Gas turbine type: Toshiba MS7001 FA

-power output :153 (MW); -inlet temperature: 130 °C ; -outlet temperature: 589 °C ;
-mass flow : 427 kg/sec; -heat rate (clean as new): 10400 KJ/kg LHV;

2)HRSGtype:MS7001 FA
-three pressure stage; -1 stage: 542 °C , 176 t/h ; -2 stage: 314 °C , 35 t/h;
-3 stage: 234 °C , 25 t/h.

3) Steam turbine
-power output :85 MW; -mechanical efficiency 0.97;

4) Fuel selection for the CHP plant - Natural gas
-higher calorific value: 51.2 MJ/kg; -lower calorific value : 46.2 MJ/kg ;
-carbon content: 72.7%; -ash content: 0.0%.

3. Economic aspect of cogeneration facility

3.1. Initial investments

For the analysis initial investment costs are defined in acordance with the available
data from relevant consulting agencies and cogeneration facilities (presented in the table
below):

Specific
investement
Source of
information

600-SOO S/kW

iv w w.sycomonsite. com

600-700 S/kW 700-900 S/kW

Yvw\v.ener»yne.\us.coi!i j www.chpa.co.uk

600-900 S/kW

www.coaen.oni

700-800 S/kW

www.platts.com

(lower values are for larger sizes of CHP plants)

The area required for CHP facility is around: 0.06 m2/KW (source:
www.cogen.org)

Hence the capital costs for the facility are: 142 800 000 $ up to 214 200 000 $ for
the worst case scenario. Required area for the facility is around 14 200 m2.

In our analysis we have analyzed a three typical types of investment:
1) 50% loan and 50% of self financing;
2) 100 % loan for the investment;
3) 100% investment without any loan.

Practical experiences show that for the plants of that size the construction period is
usually in a period of two years. Due to size and importance of investment, interest rate dur-
ing the construction is set to 4% which is the average value in EU [6].
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3.2.0peration and maintenance costs for the facility

Operation costs are costs for fuel. Because we chouse natural gas for fuel we are
going to use the pool price for natural gas on New York stock exchange known as NYMEX
[3]. The price includes all legal taxes paid to the government in Republic of Macedonia. As
it can be seen the price has a tendencies to fall in the future . The price is given as ($/GJ) in
order to use it computer software Cogeneration Ready Reckoner developed specially for
evaluation of CHP plants viability. The price used in calculation is the average price in the
period from July 2004 to July 2007 that is 5,63 ($/GJ HHV delivered) (HHV the energy of
saturated steam is considered also).

Maintenance costs are consisted of regular overhauls, maintenance of equipment,
service contracts and payments for the employees. Such plants (with this size) usually have
somewhere about 100 to 130 employees. Yearly every employ earns approximately 5400 US
$ net payment but the investor must include all the legal fees and tax that have to be payed
to the government. The facility is scheduled to work with 100 employees so yearly total
payments for employees will be: 100» 450« 1.6x 12=864 000 ($/year).

Maintenance expenses for CHP facilities are shown in the tabie given below
together with source information link:

O&M
cost

source
...

0.002-0.008
$/k\Vh
encrttynexus.com

0.0036 $/kWh

cosenenrope.com

0.003-
0.009
$/kWh
cogen.org

0.004-0.005
$/kWh

clipa.co.uk

<0.004
S/kWh

doe.org

<0.0045
$/kWh

nemv.org

* For this size of the facility we assume the O&M costs of 0.0035 S/kWh.
* The expenses for water treatment are listed below:

-raw water : 0.5 ($/t), -water treatment: 0.2 ($/t).
*When calculating the price for the electricity we are going to use the formula used

by CJNergy corporation from Ohio USA:

Total CHP Electric Cost - Capital Recovery + Cost of Fuel Chargeable to Power + O&M
Cost Chargeable to Power + Supplemental Electric Costs + Backup Power Costs - Excess
Electric Sales

3.3. Capital Recovery

If a deposit of amount P is made with interest rate d. The depositor wishes to with-
draw the same amount A at the end of each period so that when the last withdraw is made
there should be no funds left on deposit. The amount A is determined by the following equa-
tion .Where N number of years beginning from year of deposit making.

A=P .CRF(N,d) •(6)
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Where CRF is the capital recovery factor determined by:

A

CRF(N,d) = _N • • •• •-•• (7)

A concept to consider in evaluating CHP is "fuel chargeable to power" (FCP). The formula

is as follows:

FCP = (Total Fuel - Fuel Chargeable to Thermal Energy) / kW produced (8)

3.4. Net Present Value and Internal Rate of Return

When assessing the economic viability the two most important factors that show

whether the facility is economic viable or no are :

- Net present value NPV and

- Internal rate of return IRR.

Net present value is the present worth of the total profit of an investment, which

results as the difference between the present worth of all the expenses and all the revenues,

including savings during life cycle of the investment defined with the expression:

£ • ft
NPV = / • (9)

Fi-\s the net cash flow;

d ,-\s the discount rate.

In order to be economically viable the facility has to have NPV > 0.
Internal rate of return is defined as the discount rate that causes the present worth of a series

of expenses to be equal to the present worth of a series of revenues that will result in-zero
NPV. The equation is given below:

Д Ft '
NPV = ]T — = (10)

IRR = d *'

4. Particular system definition with calculated parameters

System definition: combined cycle cogeneration;

-number of operating years: 20 years;

-construction period : 2 years;
-number of periods in each year: 12 periods (12 months).
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-benchmark process: 8760 hours/year;
-cogen unit availability: 95%;
-site thermal load: steam;
-steam temperature :260 °C ;
-number of cogen units: 1;

ISO output standards for facility:

-average ambient temperature: 15 °C ;
-average humidity: 60%;
-site elevation : 0 metres above sea level;

Fuel characteristics:
-higher calorific value: 51.2 MJ/kg ; -lower calorific value : 46.2 MJ/kg;
-carbon content: 72.7%; -ash content: 0.0%.

Gas turbine, HRSG and steam turbine specification:

1) Gas turbine type: Toshiba MS7001 FA;

-power output: 153 (MW); -inlet temperature: 1300 QC ; •
-outlet temperature: 589 °C ; -mass flow : 427 kg/sec;
-heat rate (clean as new): 10400 kJ/kg LHV;

2) HRSG type: MS 7001 FA;

-three pressure stage;

-1 stage: 542 «C 176 t/h ; 2 stage: 314 °C 35 t/h; 3 stage: 234 °C 25 t/h.

3) steam turbine:

-power output :85 (MW); mechanical efficiency 0.97;

Monthly thermal load and gas price for the period to July 2007are shown in graphic below:

JLJL
1 2 3 « 5 6 T 8 3 10 -11 12

period

j • Tternul sec load

8,00

6,00 -

^ 4,00

2,00 --

0,00

natural gas price ($/GJ)
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4. Economic Analysis

Option A: all parameters except discount rate are fixed.
Capital costs (investment costs): 143 000 000 ($);
-interest during construction: 4%; -loan amount :50 %;
-indirect capital: 8%; -loan term : 10 years;
-residual value: 5%; -debt interest rate: 7%;
-calculated recovery factor: 0.142;

-100
8 10 1?

years

-10% discount rate

- 6% discount rate

• 8% discount rate

Discount rate
10%
Discount rate
8%

Discount rate
6%

NPV(%)

7.3

5.4

3.4

1RR(%)

8.03

8.02

8

Option B: all parameters except loan amount are fixed(comtant)

-Capital costs (investment costs): 143 000 000 ($); -loan term 10 years;

-interest during construction: 4%;
-residual value: 5%;
calculated recovery factor: 0.142;

-indirect capital 8%;
-debt interest rate: 7%;
-discount rate 8%;

Loan
amount
0%
Loan
amount
50%
Loan
amount
100%

NPV(%)

5.9

5.4

3.4

8.03

8.03

8.03

time (years)

•0% loan 50% loan 100% loan!

Option Call parameters except interest rate and capital recovery factor are constant.

-Capital costs (investment costs): 143 000 000 ($);
-interest during construction: 4%;
-indirect capital: 8%;
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-residual value: 5%;
-loan amount :50%;
-loan term: 10 years;
-discount rate: 6%.

three cases included:
-5% interest on debt;
-7% interest on debt;
-9% interest on debt.

(R
e

a
l 
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-100 *

* - - —
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period

/ /o

T".',,.r:——~.,.|. .

6 8

(years)

10 1

— 9% interest rate |

2

Option D: couple % increase of electricity price twice in a period of 10 years with all other
parameters constant.

-Capital costs (investment costs): 143 000 000 ($);'.

-interest during construction: 4%;
-indirect capital: 8%; -residual value: 5%;
-loan amount :50%; -discount rate: 6%.
-loan term: 10 years; -interest rate: 7%.

8 3-9—42

period(years)

- 4% increase

- 2% increase

•3% increase

2% increase of

electricity price

3% increase of
electricity price

4% increase of

electricity price

NPV(

%)
3.4

3.4

3-A -

IRR(%)

8.83

9.20

9.60

Option E: couple % decrease in price of natural gas(all other parameters constant)

-Capital costs (investment costs): 143 000 000 ($);
-interest during construction: 4%;
-indirect capital: 8%; -residual value: 5%;
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-loan amount :50%;
-discount rate: 6%.

-loan term: 10 years;
-interest rate: 7%.

300

-100

period(years)

•4% decrease •3% decrease • 2% decrease

2%
decrease
of gas
price
3%
decrease
of gas
price
4%
decrease
of gas
price

NPV(%)

3.4

3.4

3.4

IRR(%)

8.65

8.95

9.20

Option F: worst case scenario (increase-df gas prices for couple % with all other parame
ters constant) -

-Capital costs (investment cosls): 143 000 000 ($);
-interest during construction: 4%;
-indirect capital: 8%; -residual value: 5%;
-loan amount :50%; -loan term: 10 years;
-discount rate: 6%. -interest rate: 7%.

200 -

period(years)

-2,5% increase

- 7,5% increase

• 5% increase

2.5%
increase
of gas
price
5%
increase
of gas
price
7.5%
increase
of gas
price

NPV(%)

3.4

3.4

3.4

IRR(%)

7.20

6.30

5.20

price range for produced electricity from CHP
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5. Conclusion

The contribution presents a part of a study that has been performed for technolog- f§
ical and economic analysis of Combined Heat and Power Plant at the Institute of Power Ц
Plants and Systems (Faculty of Electrical Engineering - Skopje). The most relevant data for
particular Cost-Benefit Analysis are developed using up-to-date information sources on
Internet and from the periodicals in modern CHP technology. The applied methodology and
calculation procedure with obtained results could be used as a guidance for basic consider-
ations in project management of CHP investment projects, especially in the stage of deci-
sion for a new plant.
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